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ABSTRACT 
We show that any self-dual cone in a real finite dimensional Hilbert space is 
homogeneous iff it is facially homogeneous in the sense of A. Connes. We develop a 
spectral decomposition theory for these cones which is the analogue of the usual one 
for self-adjoint operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
Let X be a nonempty subset of a real vector space %. x is a cone if 
XXcX VEER, and if X+XcX. If X is a real Hilbert space, with 
inner product denoted by ( ) ), the dual X* of X is the cone defined by 
‘jC*={xt%; (XI y)>OVyE’x} 
A cone is self-dual if it coincides with its dual, A face F of X is a subset of 
‘% such that F is a cone and Vx E F, y E X and x- y E X implies y E F. 
Some properties of self-dual cones have been studied in [l]-[24]. 
*On leave of absence from Centre de Physique Tlkorique, CNRS, Marseille. 
LINEAR ALGEBRA ANLI ITS APPLICAlTONS 19, 1-16 (1978) 
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In the following, we restrict ourselves to finite dimenkmal real Hilbert 
spaces. Ext(X), Ext,(X), Fat(%) d enote respectively the sets of extremal 
faces, of unitary extremal vectors, and of faces of the cone 3c. I$&%) is the 
topological inter@ of ?C with respect to the topology of x, G(x) the 
subgroup of GL(X) h w ose elements leave X invariant (i.e., g E G (xx;) w 
g% = %), and 9 (X) its Lie algebra. 
If F EFac(X), 3 is the closed linear span of F, and F 1 the orthogonal 
face of F (i.e., F 1 = {xE%](x]y)=Otly~F}.NotethatF*alwaysexistsif 
?C is self-dual. PF denotes the orthogonal projection on the closed subspace 
F. If NF=PF-PFI, then 9,(X) is the real Lie algebra generated by 
(NF)FEF+), and G,(X) the Lie group generated by go(x). 
Finally,_a self-dual cone X always has a nonempty interior, because it 
generates X [ 12,161. 
DEFINITION 1. Let % be a finite-dimensional real Hilbert space. 
(i) A self-dual cone X of % is called homogeneous if G (xx;) acts 
transitively on bit&K), i.e., 
VxVy E Intjc(tX;), %EG(% y=g(x) 
[19,22,23]. 
(ii) A self-dual cone x of % is called facially homogeneous if G,(x) c 
G(X) PI. 
These definitions were given by E. B. Vinberg [22] and A. Connes [9]. 
Vinberg is able to classify all finite-dimensional homogeneous self-dual cones 
using a correspondence with compact semisimple Jordan algebras and their 
classification given by Jordan, Von Neumann and Wigner (see for instance 
[7], p. 331). Connes characterizes the cones canonically associated with the 
von Neumann algebras: in particular, they are self-dual and facially homoge- 
neous. 
The main result of this work is to relate the two definitions: 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a finite dimensional real Hilbert space. Then a 
self-dual cone X is homogeneous if and only if it is facially homogeneous. 
During the proof of this theorem we develop a spectral theory for 
finite-dimensional facially homogeneous self-dual cones. It is analogous to 
the spectral theory of positive matrices. The extremal elements of the cone 
play the role of the one-dimensional projectors in the cone of positive 
matrices, Problem: is there a possibility of extending this result to the 
infinite-dimensional case? 
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II. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF SELF-DUAL CONES 
A cone Lx in X is decomposable if it can be written in the form 
% = xi + &, where Xi and X, are two orthogonal cones. Then Xi and 
‘& are in Fac(‘iC) [15]. If X is not decomposable, then it is said to be 
indecomposable. Vinberg [23;Theorem l] shows that every self-dual cone is 
a direct sum of indecomposable self-dual ones; we can thus restrict ourselves 
to indecomposable cones. 
Vinberg’s main result is that every indecomposable homogeneous self- 
dual cone is unitarily equivalent to a cone in one of the following classes: 
Type I: The cone M+(n, R) of n X n real positive matrices. 
Type II: The cone M, (n, C) of n X n complex positive matrices. 
Type III: The cone M, (n, H) of n X n quaternionic positive matrices. 
Type IV: The cone M, (3, K) of 3 X 3 positive matrices whose elements 
are in the Cayley algebra K [lo]. 
Type V: The cone V,,+ of R” defined by 
Recall that a matrix is positive if it is self-adjoint and if all its eigenvalues are 
positive. (The spectral theory is meaningful even in the case of M+(3, K); see 
[lo]). The real Hilbert structure is given by (AIB) =Tr(AB) in the case of 
type I-IV cones, and by the usual Euclidean structure of R” in the last case. 
The following lemma is widely used in this subject. 
LEMMA II.1 Let %=M+(n,X) with X=R,C, H, or K ifn=3. Then 
kf’F EFac(‘%) there exists an orthonoml projector II in 3c such that 
F=IILXII, 
Then Fi=(l-n)L%(l-II), and tlA~%, 
PF (A) = HAII, PFL (A)=(l-II)A(l-II). 
To prove this lemma, we need the spectral decomposition theorem (see 
[4]), and for M, (3, K) see [lo]. 
LEMMA 11.2. The faces of V,” are the extremul rays and can be 
identified with 
Ext,( V’+ ) = x=(x~,x)ERxR”-~; & = Ix0 = jjxll . 
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Then 
P, = I l/2 (l/e )x (l/v,2 )x” 1/2P, 1 ’ 
where P, is in W-l, the orthonormul projector on the line generated by x, 
and xt is the column associated with the ray x = [x,, . . .,x,3. 
LEMMA 11.3. Let ?lC be a self-dual cone of %. Then X is facially 
homogeneous iff one of the four following conditions holds: 
(i) VF EFac(‘SC), etNFX = x. 
(ii) Vx,Vy in X, and VFE Fat(X), (xl y)=O * (NFx] y)=O. 
(iii) VFEFac(‘JC), Vx,VyEX, P,X=F and 
(iv) VF,VG EFac(X), P,N,P+=O. 
Proof 
(i) is the definition of facial homogeneity. 
(i) o (ii) by an argument of A. Connes (see [9], Lemma 5.3, and also [20], 
Theorem 3). 
(i) * (iii): Indeed, e ‘lvF IS a one-parameter semigroup of automorphisms 
of ?K. Then VXE‘SC, VYEX, VtER, 
OG(e”% y)=et(PFxj y)+e-t(PFI~j y>+((l-P,-P,,)xly). 
By taking t-+ + co, we obtain ( PFxl y) > 0 V y E X and deduce PFX c X. 
But F c x and P,F= F. Taking the infimum of this function when t E R, one 
easily finds that (iii) is satisfied. 
(iii) =S (iv): If one replaces in (iii) x and y by PFx and PFly, and F by 
G E Fac( x), then 
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and therefore ‘G’XE X 
As x generates x, (iv) is proved. 
(iv) + (ii): Let x and y be two orthogonal vectors of ‘xx. Then if G is the 
face generated by x (the smallest face containing x, we have y E G I. 
VF E Fac( x), we deduce 
n 
LEMMA 11.4. Let X be a self-dual facially homogeneous cone in ‘X. 
Then: 
(i) VF EFac(‘x), F is a self-dual facially homogeneous cone in F. 
(ii) If F EFac( ‘3i), all elements of the derived group of G,(F) can be 
canonically extended to an element of G,(x) leaving the vectors of I;’ 1 
invariant. 
Proof. 
(9 (See PI, P ro osi ion p t 8.) Let x E @ be such that (r/x’) > 0 Vx’ E F. 
Because P,X=F (Lemma II.3), we have (x~P,y>=(xly)>O VyEX. 
Therefore x E Pr’x = F, and F is self-dual. 
(ii) Let G EFac(F), and let G I, G,” be the orthogonal faces of G in ‘x 
and F respectively. The canonical extension of NclF E C?,,(F), namely NC IF = 
PG- pG,‘> is obviously NG = PC - PC’ E GO( ‘x). Because F 1 c G I, one finds 
In particular, if A is an element of the derived Lie algebra of C?,(F), then 
Ax = 0. The lemma is proved by taking the exponential of g,(F). n 
REMARK 
(1) One can prove that if ‘X is a self-dual cone in ‘% included in YC , then 
‘Ji^ is facially homogeneous if ‘X is. 
(2) If ‘% is a facially homogeneous self-dual cone, then F = F i I for all 
faces F. 
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III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2: NECESSARY CONDITION 
All homogeneous self-dual finite-dimensional cones are facially homoge- 
neous. Indeed, faces of the cones of positive definite matrices of types I-IV 
are of the form IIKII, where H is an orthogonal projector in X (Lemma 
11.1). If A E 3c we have 
etNF (A) = e”PF (A) + epfPpl (A) + (1- PF- PF1 )(A) 
= [et~211+e-1~2(l-H)]A[e~~211+e-“~2(1-H)]. 
Since et1211 + e - t/2 1- II) is Hermitian, Vt E R, etN”A is positive definite ( 
and X is facially homogeneous. 
Now let X = V,,’ . Then a face is an extremal ray of x. If 1c = (x0,x), 
y = ( y”, y) are two unitary extremal vectors, one has 
N ,2-l/2 0 x 
r 
[ 1 xt 0 
and 
Now a direct sum of facially homogeneous self-dual orthogonal cones is 
clearly a facially homogeneous self-dual cone. 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 2: SUFFICIENCY 
In this section, <% is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, ‘3i a facially 
homogeneous self-dual cone. 
The heart of the proof of sufficiency is the following lemma: 
LEMMA IV.l. Let X be indecomposable. The subgroup of orthogonal 
automorphisms belonging to G,(X) acts transitively on Ext,(X). 
The proof of this lemma is in the appendix. 
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REMARK. Finite-dimensional facially homogeneous self-dual cones are 
generated by their extremal elements [21], Theorem 2.11. For this reason, the 
preceding lemma would be expected to be sufficient, In fact, to see this, we 
need some further steps. 
DEFINITION IV.2. We will say that (ei)i,l is a spectral family in 3i if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) Vi E I, ei is a unitary extremal vector in 3i. 
(ii) ViEZ, ViEI, (eilei)=fJ. 
(iii) There exists a family (Ai)i EI of positive real numbers such that 
zi,rAiei is in In&(X). 
REMARK. (iii) expresses the fact that (eJi,i is “maximal”. Because of 
(ii), the set Z is finite. 
DEFINITION IV.3. The set of spectral families in :7i; will be denoted by 
FS( :H;) 
LEMMA IV.4. 
(i) FS(‘SC) is non empty. 
(ii) Vx E ‘7c, there exist a spectral family (ei)iEr in 1X; and nonnegative 
real numbers (xi)iEl such that x=EiEIxiei, and x is in IntaX) if and only 
if xi>0 ViEZ. 
(iii) Any two spectral f am&es in :K have the same cardinulity, called 
the conical dimension of Xx. 
(iv) Zf (e,), EI and ( jJi El are two spectral families, there exists CJ E 
G,(%I) which is orthogonal, such that Wei =h Vi E I. 
In order to prove this lemma, we need the following result: 
LEMMA IV.5. Let B be the intersection of 3i with the unit sphere of %; 
if x E bit.;{ X), put 
5 = $fB ((xl y>). 
Then the set M(x)={z~x; (xlz)=~,l/zlj} is a union of extremul rays. 
Proof. The map y+(x] y) is continuous on B, and B is compact. 
Therefore Ed exists and is positive, since ‘X is self-dual, and M(x) is 
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nonempty. If E (x) = 0, there exists z E X such that (x/z) = 0, and x cannot be 
in Int;XX). Therefore F(X) > 0. 
Let .Z E M (x), and let x’ E x be such that z - x’ E x . Then, by definition 
of E, and the triangular inequality, 
Therefore x’ E M (x). 
However, M (x) is not convex. In fact, let zi,za be in M(x); if 0 < 01< 1 
and if ozi + (1 - (Y)z~ E M (x), then 
Therefore .zi and z, are proportional and the lemma is proved. n 
Proof of Lemmu IV.4. 
(i) Let x be in Int&c(X); by the previous lemma, 3e, E M(x) with 
llellj = 1, and e, is extremal. Letting xi =InfyEB(~I y), we conclude that 
x - xier is in the orthogonal face ( el)’ of e,. Since by Lemma II.4 e1’_ is a 
facially homogeneous self-dual cone, by recursion we get a family e= 
(e i, . . . , ep), with p < dim(X), and (eilej)=6ii, where x=E~=ixiei. This argu- 
ment also proves (ii) without difficulty. 
(iii) Let e=(e, ,..., ep), f=(fi ,..., f,) be two spectral families. By Lemma 
IV.l, there exists orthogonal U, E G,( %) such that fi = U,(e,). Put e,! = U,ei 
if i=Z,...,p. Then it can easily be seen that e’ = (e& . . . , c$) is a spectral 
family in the face (fJ’ . By recursion on the dimension of x, we get p = q. 
(iv) Using Lemma II.4 and remarking that an orthogonal element of 
G,(x) is in the derived group of G,(x), we get the desired result by 
recursion on the dimension of X. n 
Proof of Theorem 2 (end). 
It is sufficient to assume X to be indecomposable. Let x and y be two 
vectors in Int$(X). By Lemma IV.4, we can find two spectral families 
fei)iE[l,p] and (f;)iE[l,p, such that 
P 
x= x xiei, Y= 5 Yifi with xi>O, yi>O Vi. 
i=l i=l 
We can also find U E G,,(x), U orthogonal with Ue, =fi Vi. 
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It can easily be verified that [N,,N,] =0 and that Nqei = (24,. - l)e,. 
Putting 
B= i ,$ log( ;) [Ne.+I] &,(3i), 
1=1 I 
one convinces oneself that eBU (x) = y. n 
REMARK. If ‘X is a cone of positive definite matrices, then the spectral 
decomposition constructed here coincides with the usual one. 
Open Question. Is it possible to generalize the spectral decomposition 
to the infinite-dimensional case? 
APPENDIX-PROOF OF LEMMA IV.1 
The main result of this very technical appendix is given by the following 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION Al. Let X be a self-dual, facially homogeneous, inde- 
composable cone in the finite-dimensionul real Hilbert space %. Let x, y be 
two diflerent extremulpoints with IIxI/=Il y/1=1, (xl y)=a)>O. Then there 
exists a real number t such that 
exp(t[ N,&])(x) = Y. (A4 
Here we identify x with the extremal face it generates. 
1 
The first step we need is the following: 
LEMMA A2. We have 
/3k(xIPp)=( ylQ,N]OJ[. (A4 
Proof. Lemma II.3 (iv) gives 
P,P,P,, = P,P,,P,I. (A.3 
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( YlP,~P& = < YIP,PX~PYIPXX> = ( ylP,P& = ( Yl+(4P,4 
=(ylP,~P,P,~)=(ylP,~Y)(Yl~). 
Because (xl y) = (Y > 0, and because P,LX is in x (Lemma 11.3), (xlPp)= 
( y I P,l y) is positive and can be called P2. One has 
0 < p < /Ix/I = 1. 
If /?=O, then x~yll, so x= y, which is excluded. If ,8= 1, then x= P,L(x), 
so (Y = (xi y) = 0, which is also excluded, since (Y > 0. n 
LEMMA A3. We have 
o<cY+p<1. (A.4 
Proof Let us put 
and 
i=P,ly/p (A.5a) 
zj = Pp/p. 
By definition of ,8, l/ill = /I $I[= 1, and 
(A.5b) 
~~(1-P~-P~~)y~~2=(y~(l-P~-P~~)y)=1-(a~+/3”)>o. 
Because y is extremal, y # PzLy + Pry, and therefore 
o<2+p2<1. 
Putting 
e, = x, e,=f, ea=(1-(a2+P2))-1’2(1-PX-PX~)y, (A.6a) 
we get an orthonormal family of vectors, and ui = ( yj ei) are components of 
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tj on this set. Therefore, 
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I= II $11 2>~;+11;+1132=~2+/32+4~2,82(1-~2-p2)-1, (A.6b) 
from which we can conclude that 
o<a+pc1. n 
In particular, 
LEMMA A4 (Y + fi= 1 if and only if dim k%&, < 3, where ‘xx,, is the 
linear span of x, y, tj and ~2. 
Proof. Indeed, (Y + /3 = 1 if and only if 
and tj is in the linear space generated by x, i and y. 
2 
The second step 
d,, = [N,, NJ. 
is related to the spectral properties of the operator 
_ LEMMA AS. Let 
XxY inoariant. 
:kx,, be the linear span of x, i, y, zj. Then W,, leaves 
Proof. Using repeatedly the relation (Lemma 11.2) 
FE Fat(X), G EFac(X) + PFPGPFl= PFPcIPFI, 
we find 
&&)=((u2 -P2)x--y+@j, 
&,( y)=““-(2-p) y-p?, 
~~y(~)=py+(a2-P2)3E--~, 
&,,( lj)= -px-(&p2)g+(Y& 
(A.71 
n 
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the restriction of W",, to k,., is {&.+, 
wl=[l-(a+fi)2]1’2(u-fi), 
(A.8) 
w,=[l-(o;-p)“]1’2(u+p). 
Proof. Let fi,f2,f3,f4 be defined by 
fi= x+y+i+i, f3=x-y-?+lj, 
64.9) 
f2= r-y+l2-lj, f4=x+y-2-g 
Then the formulae (A.7) give 
~~,,f,=(~-P)(Ly+P+l)f2' Q,,f,=(~+P)((y--P-l)f,Y 
(A.lO) 
w,,f,=(a-p)(ar+p-l)fi, ~~yf4=((y+P)(a-P+l)f3' 
n 
It can easily be seen that fi, . . . ,f4 diagonalize @z,, and we can obtain 
without difficulty the eigenvalues of 6&,. 
LEMMA A?‘. 
6) a+p_=1. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
dim Fk& = 3. 
f2 = 0. 
(iv) b&f1 =O and e'"qfl=fi. 
(v) ( fi,f3,f4) is an orthogonal bu.G.s of gr,. 
Proof. 
(i) The mapping cp : t+(xle@-y) is positive by hypothesis on X _a”d C&. 
On the other hand, the spectral decomposition of Ci& (restricted to Xx,) tells 
us that 
‘p(t) = ale4+ ;,e-‘““Lt+ a2ekt+ a,e-e@“f. (A.ll) 
‘p(t) can be positive for all t if and only if w1 = 0 or o2 = 0. Because 
la-PI < a+P< 1, this is possible only if a+P=l or if cu=P. If a=P we 
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can write 
and 
o,=o, 0,=2e. < 1, (A.12) 
By computation of 
we can calculate a, b, c, and the positivity of ‘p(t) leads to 
a >(b’+ c’)~‘~, 50 a>;. 
Therefore cr = i = /3 and (Y + ,8 = 1. 
(ii) is a consequence of Lemma A4. 
(iii) From the relations (A-6) and the condition (Y + ,B = 1, we find 
?j=ulx+u2i+2,,(l-P~-P*L)(y)(l-a2-P2)-1’2. (A.13) 
Computing ui, 2+, ua, we obtain the relation 
f2=r- y+&-lj=o. (A.14) 
(iv) From Eq. (A.lO), we deduce easily &,fi = 0. 
(v) From (A.14), 
f3=x- y-(i-zj)=2(x- y). 
Therefore a simple calculation leads to 
(~~lf3>=(f3lf4>=(filf)=O. 
3 
Now we can prove I’roposition Al. Indeed, e, =$/[I $11, i = 1,3,4, gi_ves 
an orthonormal basis in 3clY. We can easily see that et@* is a rotation in 5k&, 
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FIG. 1. 
around the axis e,. The vectors x, y, i, rj are extremal points of the cone V’s” 
whose axis is e, (cf. Fig. 1.). A well-known theorem in three-dimensional 
analytic geometry gives the existence of real numbers t, t’ such that 
g’“vx= y, p,‘%x=~. (A.15) 
4 
This leaves the case in which (XI y) = 0. If 3c is indecomposable, then 
there exists extremal y’ such that (x] y’) > 0. 
By the previous result [Eq. (A.15)], we can find a real number x such that 
ef”=Y’(X)=PXIY’/IIPXIY’II=~. Therefore, 2’ and y are both in XI. Let us 
recall that orthogonal elements of G,,(K) belong to the derived group of 
G,(x); using Lemma II.4 and restricting oneself to the face xl, Lemma IV.1 
is then proved by recursion. 
We would like to thank Monique Guyot and Marouan Ajlani, who 
suggested many ideas developed here. 
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